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Abstract

Hierarchical task network and action-based plan-
ning approaches have traditionally been studied
separately. In many domains, human expertise in
the form of hierarchical reduction schemas exists,
but is incomplete. In such domains, hybrid ap-
proaches that use both HTN and action-based plan-
ning techniques are needed. In this paper, we ex-
tend our previous work on refinement planning to
include hierarchical planning. Specifically, we pro-
vide a generalized plan-space refinement that is ca-
pable of handling non-primitive actions. The gener-
alization provides a principled way of handling par-
tially hierarchical domains, while preserving sys-
tematicity, and respecting the user-intent inherent
in the reduction schemas. Our general account
also puts into perspective the many surface differ-
ences between the HTN and action-based planners,
and could support the transfer of progress between
HTN and action-based planning approaches.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, classical planning problem is posed as one of
finding an action sequence that will take an agent from a spec-
ified initial state of the world to a desired goal state, given
only the description of the executable actions in the domain.
In many realistic domains, there exist human experts, who
are ready to share their significant planning experience with
automated planners. Efficiency of a planner, as well as the ac-
ceptability of solutions produced by it, may depend crucially
on the ability to effectively use this expertise. Ever since
Sacerdoti’s work on NOAH[19], the conventional wisdom
in the planning community has held that non-primitive (ab-
stract) actions, and action reduction schemas provide a flex-
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ible way of capturing the human expertise, as well as using
it to control planning. Planners that use such action reduc-
tion (also called “task reduction”) schemas have come to be
known as “hierarchical task network (HTN) planners.”

HTN planners, such as SIPE[22], O-Plan[7] and VICAR
[5] have been used in several industrial applications. How-
ever, much of the formalization of planning algorithms
has been confined to traditional action-based planning ap-
proaches such as plan-space and state-space planning. The
few existing formalizations of HTN planning, such as[8;
2], tend to start from scratch instead of building on top of the
well-understood action-based formalizations. These suffer
from two inherent disadvantages: First, they make it harder
to transfer the progress being made in scaling-up traditional
planners (e.g[3; 15; 14]) to hierarchical planning. Second,
perhaps more important, most real-world domains tend to be
“partially hierarchical” in that human expertise, in the form
of task reduction knowledge, exists for only some parts of the
domain. In such domains, the planner is forced to employ
a hybrid approach of using the reduction knowledge where
available, and defaulting to primitive actions for the other-
wise.

Providing a principled framework for hybrid HTN and
action-based planning is the main objective of this paper. To
show how HTN planning can co-exist with action-based plan-
ning, we extend the unified refinement planning framework
that we had developed earlier for action-based planning[11;
12; 13] to cover HTN planning. Our existing framework cov-
ers the full spectrum of action-based planning approaches by
characterizing plan-space and state-space planners as inde-
pendent refinements operating on a uniform plan representa-
tion [12]. In order to include HTN planning in this frame-
work, we need to consider non-primitive actions and their
reduction schemas as part of the domain specification, and
generalize the plan-space and state-space refinements to han-
dle plans containing non-primitive actions. We shall illus-
trate the issues involved in refining such plans by generaliz-
ing the plan-space refinement to handle non-primitive actions.
Specifically, the plan-space refinement will be modified to in-
troduce non-primitive actions in addition to primitive actions
during precondition establishment, and handle them during
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conflict resolution. The non-primitive actions thus introduced
can be replaced with the help of action reduction schemas at
later stages.

We will see that the technical challenges in this hybridiza-
tion include understanding and ensuring properties such as
systematicity, completeness, preservation of user-intent, and
parsimony of solutions. Developing HTN planning on top of
the existing formalization of action-based planning allows us
to put into perspective the many surface differences between
HTN and action-based planners (including the differing no-
tions of completeness, the need for phantom establishments,
and the difficulties in conflict resolution). Such a develop-
ment could also support transfer of progress between action-
based planning and HTN planning.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next
section, we review the refinement planning framework devel-
oped for action-based planning approaches. Section 3 intro-
duces HTN planning, and shows how the action-based refine-
ment planning framework is enriched to allow non-primitive
actions and their reduction. Section 4 shows how plan-space
refinement can be extended to handle non-primitive actions.
In Section 5, we discuss the strengths of our hybrid approach,
and relate it to previous work. Section 6 presents the conclu-
sions.

2 Preliminaries of Action-based Refinement
planning

A planning problem is a 3-tuplehI;G;Ai, whereI is the
complete description of an initial state,G is the (partial) de-
scription of the goal state, andA is a set of actions (also called
“operators”). An action sequenceS is said to be a solution for
the planning problem, ifS can be executed fromI , and the
resulting state of the world impliesG.

A partial planP is a 5-tuplehT;O;B;ST ;Li where:T is
the set of steps in the plan;T contains two distinguished step
namest0 andt1 corresponding to the beginning and ending
points of the plan.ST maps step names to actions. Actions
are modeled in the familiar STRIPS/ADL representation[18]
with precondition and effect lists.O is a set of ordering con-
straints among the steps inT , which includes: “precedence
constraints” of the form “ti � tj” that requireti to precede
tj with other steps possibly intervening between them, and
“contiguity constraints” of the form “ti � tj” that requireti
to comeimmediatelybeforetj . B is a set of binding con-
straints on the variables appearing in the preconditions and
post-conditions of the actions.L is a set of auxiliary con-
straints that involve statements about truth of specific con-
ditions over particular time intervals. Two important types
of auxiliary constraints are: (1)Interval Preservation Con-

straints (IPCs)of the form “(t
p

� t0)” which demand that a
conditionp be preserved between stepst andt0, and (2)Point
Truth Constraints (PTCs)of the form “

p
! t” which demand

that a conditionp be necessarily true[4] in the situation be-
fore the stept.

Algorithm UCP(P) /*Returns refinements ofP */

0. Termination Check: If a minimal candidate ofP is a solution
to the problem, return it and terminate.

1. Progressive Refinement:Select and apply a (progressive) re-
finement. Examples include forward state space, backward
state space or plan space refinement. (To include HTN plan-
ning, the existing refinements need to be generalized to han-
dle non-primitive actions; see Figure 4 and Section 4.1.)

2. Non-progressive (Tractability Refinements)(optional) Se-
lect and apply one or more tractability refinements. These
include pre-satisfaction (also called conflict resolution), pre-
ordering and pre-positioning refinements. (To include HTN
planning, we need to add a new tractability refinement called
Pre-reduction, shown in Figure 3, and generalize the existing
ones to handle non-primitive actions; see Secion 4.2.)

3. Consistency Check:(Optional) If the partial plan is inconsis-
tent (i.e., has empty candidate set).

4. Recursive Invocation: Call UCPon the the refined partial plan
(if it is not pruned).

Figure 1: UCP: A generalized algorithm template for classi-
cal planning

The semantics of partial plans are given in terms of “can-
didate sets.” A candidate of a partial plan is an action se-
quence that is consistent with the action, ordering, bind-
ing and auxiliary constraints in the plan. For example, if
a partial plan contains a single actiona, then any action
sequence that does not contain at least one instance ofa

can not belong to the candidate set of that plan (see[11;
13] for more details). The shortest length candidates of a plan
are called its minimal candidates, and these correspond to the
ground linearizations of the plan that satisfy all auxiliary con-
straints.

Figure 1 describes a generic refinement planning template.
Each recursive invocation of the planner checks to see if one
of the minimal candidates of the supplied plan is a solution to
the problem. If it is, then the planning process terminates. If
not, the current plan needs to be refined further. This involves
selecting one of the state-space or plan-space refinements and
applying them to the plan. Optionally, a set of tractability
refinements are also applied[13]. Finally, the algorithm is
invoked recursively on the resulting plans (after an optional
consistency check to prune out inconsistent plans).

3 Extending the model to include HTN
Planning

3.1 Introduction to HTN Planning
HTN planning problem can be seen as a generalization of the
classical planning problem, where, in addition to the primi-
tive actions in the domain, the domain writer also specifies
a set of non-primitive actions, and provides a set of schemas
for reducing the non-primitive actions into other primitive and
non-primitive actions. As an example, consider the travel do-
main example shown in Figure 2. Here, in addition to the



Buyticket(train) 

GobyTrain(source,dest) 

Getin(train,source) Getout(train,dest)   Getin(bus,source) Buyticket(bus) Getout(bus,dest) 

Gobybus(source,dest)

Travel(source,dest)

Hitchhike(source,dest) 

Figure 2: Schematic description of the actions and their relations in a travel domain. See the text for formal description of
reduction schemas.

primitive actions,Getin, Buyticket, Getout, andHitch-hike,
we also have non-primitive actionsGobybus, Gobytrain,and
Travel. Moreover, the actionTravelcan be reduced to either
Gobybusor Gobytrain, and the actionGobybusin turn can
be reduced (see below) to a plan fragment containing actions
Getin, BuyticketandGetout.

We can view the reduction schemas as encoding a user’s
(domain-writer’s) prescriptions about what constitute good
plans. Informally, the only acceptable solutions are those that
not only achieve the top-level goals upon execution, but can
also be parsed in terms of the non-primitive actions that are
provided to support those top-level goals[2]. We also say that
such solutions “respect (preserve) user-intent.” As an exam-
ple, in the travel domain, although hitch-hiking or traveling
without tickets are possible ways of achieving anAt(x) goal,
they can not be parsed in terms of theGobybusor Gobytrain
non-primitive actions that are provided as ways to support
theAt(x) goal, and are thus not acceptable. The preceding
also implies that the completeness of HTN planners cannot
be judged with respect to the set of all action sequences, but
rather only with respect to those sequences that can be parsed
by the schemas. In particular, in travel domain, an HTN plan-
ner’s failure to find a plan based on hitch-hiking cannot be
seen as an indication of its lack of completeness.

Indeed, there are two distinct notions of completeness that
are relevant for HTN planners: The first, that we shall call
“schema completeness” ensures that the non-primitive ac-
tions and task reduction schemas cover all desirable solutions
for all problems of interest. The second, which we call “plan-
ner completeness,” ensures that the planner is able to return
every solution that can be parsed in terms of the non-primitive
actions provided for the corresponding top-level goals. While
the planning algorithm can guarantee planner completeness,
it is not responsible in any way for schema completeness (just
as it is not responsible for the correctness of the action speci-
fications given to it). In practice, schema completeness needs
to be analyzed through interactive validation techniques, and
can be quite tedious. Surprisingly, there is very little acknowl-
edgement of the importance of this validation in the literature
on applications of HTN planning; Chien’s work on applying
HTN planning to a NASA image processing domain is a re-
freshing exception[6].

3.2 Modeling schemas and action reduction
The only extension required to the partial plan representation
described in Section 2 to handle HTN planning is to allow
non-primitive actions into the plan. Specifically, the steps
T in the partial planhT;O;B;ST ;Li, will now be mapped
to two types of actions:primitive actionswhich correspond
to the usual executable actions, andnon-primitive (abstract)
actions. The non-primitive actions have similar precondi-
tion/effect structure as the primitive actions. A subset of the
effects of a non-primitive action may be distinguished by the
domain writer as its “primary effects,” with the implicit in-
tention that the action may only be used to support its primary
effects (see the discussion of non-minimality in Section 4.1).
Candidates of the plan, as well as the solutions of the plan-
ning problem will still be primitive action sequences.
Reduction Schemas:The domain specification links each
non-primitive actiono to a set of reduction schemas. Each re-
duction schemaSi can be seen as a 2-tuple:hPi;M

L
i i where

Pi is the partial plan fragment which can replaceo, andML
i

maps (redirects) the auxiliary constraints involvingo into new
auxiliary constraints involving steps ofPi.

Consider, for example, the reduction schema for reducing
the non-primitive actionGobybus(Src;Dest) (referred to in
Figure 2)

*
Pi :

* T;ST : ft1:Getin(bus; Src); t2:Buyticket(bus)
t3:Getout(bus;Dest)g

O : f(t1 � t2)(t2 � t3)g

L : f(t1
In(bus)

� t3); (t2
have(busticket)

� t3)g

+

ML : f(?
have(money)

� t2); (t3
At(Dest)

� ?)g

+

This schema specifies thatGobybus(Src;Dest) action can
be replaced by the plan fragment containing three actions of
getting into the bus, buying the ticket, and getting out of the
bus at the destination. The plan fragment also contains IPCs
specifying that the ticket should be kept throughout the jour-
ney and that the agent should stay in the bus throughout the
journey. Finally, the mapping part of the schema states that
any IPC incident on theGobybus(Src;Dest) action which
preserves the conditionhave(money) should be redirected
to theBuyticket(bus) action of the new plan fragment (since
the identity of the source of the IPC is not known until reduc-
tion time, it is denoted by “?”).



Reduction of non-primitive actions: The procedure in Fig-
ure 3 describes the process of replacing a non-primitive
action using a reduction schema. Consider a planP :
hT;O;B;ST ;Li containing an abstract actiont. Let S :
hP 0 : hT 0; O0;B0;ST 0;L0i;MLi be a reduction schema for
t.

The partial plan that results from the reduction of the
action t in P with the reduction schemaS is denoted by
Reduce(P ; t;S), and is computed as follows:

Reduce(P ; t;S) = PR :

* f(T � t) [ T 0g;
f(O �Ot) [ O0 [ Omg;
fB [ B0 [ B0mg;
fST [ ST 0g;
f(L� Lt) [ L

0 [M(Lt)g

+

WhereOt andLt are the ordering and auxiliary constraints
involving t. These are replaced by the redirected constraints
Om andM(Lt) during reduction. Note that in replacingt
with its reduction, we need to redirect any constraints that ex-
plicitly namet, to steps in its reduction. The redirection of
IPCs is done by the mappingM specified by the reduction
schema. For the ordering constraints, the redirection is done
automatically as follows. Whent is reduced, the last step(s)
of P 0 (i.e., those steps that do not precede any other steps in
P 0) are forced to precede all the stepst0 such thatt � t0 be-
fore the reduction. Similarly, the first step(s) ofP 0 are forced
to follow all stepst00 such thatt00 � t before the reduction.
Contiguity constraints are redirected in a similar manner.
Candidate set Semantics: We now explain how non-
primitive actions constrain the candidate set of a plan. Let
o be a non-primitive action, and letCo be the set of all par-
tial plans containing only primitive actions (called concretiza-
tions) that are obtained by starting witho and repeatedly re-
ducing non-primitive actions using the user-supplied reduc-
tion schemas. Ifo is present in a partial planP , then the
candidate set ofP cannot contain any action sequence that
does not satisfy the constraints corresponding to at least one
concretization inCo. Non-primitive actions can thus be seen
as “disjunctive constraints” on the partial plan. The process
of reducing non-primitive actions, described below, can be
seen as making the implicit disjunction explicit, and pushing
it into the search space. Consequently, reduction can be seen
as a “tractability refinement” in the refinement planning ter-
minology[13; 12].
Keeping track of partial hierarchicalization: Non-
primitive actions and their associated reduction schemas are
the only additions needed to the problem specification if the
domain is fully hierarchicalized. If on the other hand, the do-
main is only partially hierarchicalized, then the domain writer
needs a way of informing the planner as to which aspects of
the domain are hierarchicalized. Although there are poten-
tially many ways in which the hierarchicalization may be in-
complete, we shall assume in this paper that the incomplete-
ness is characterized with respect to specific conditions, using
assertions of type “hierarchicalized(condition).” In par-

Algorithm Pre-reduce(P)

1. Action Selection: Pick an unreduced actiont 2 T from P to
work on.Not a backtrack point.

2. Action Reduction: Non-deterministically select a reduction
schemaS:P 0 for reducingt. Replacet in P with P 0 (This
involves removingt from P, merging the step, binding, or-
dering, symbol table and auxiliary constraints fields ofP 0

with those ofP, and redirecting the ordering and auxiliary
constraints inP which refer tot so that they refer to ele-
ments ofP 0).
Backtrack point; all reduction possibilities must be consid-
ered

Figure 3: Pre-reduction Refinement. Can be called as a
tractability refinement at step 2 in Figure 2

ticular, the fact that a conditionc is fully hierarchicalized is
denoted byhierarchicalized(c). It means that all desirable
plans for achieving the conditionc can be parsed in terms
of a non-primitive action whose primary effects includec.
A fully hierarchicalized domain is denoted in shorthand by
hierarchicalized(�).1This approach of keeping track of hi-
erarchicalization of a domain in terms of individual condi-
tions is akin to keeping track of completeness of a knowledge
base with localized closed world assumptions[10].
Extending the refinement planning template: To extend
the refinement planning template in Figure 1 to handle HTN
planning, we need to add the pre-reduction refinement (see
Figure 3) as one of the tractability refinements in step 2, and
need to generalize the action-based progressive and tractabil-
ity refinements in steps 1 and 2 to handle non-primitive
actions.2

In the next section, we will illustrate the issues involved
in this generalization by considering plan space and pre-
satisfaction (conflict resolution) refinements. Our choice of
plan-space refinement for illustration purposes is motivated
by the fact that most implemented HTN planners can be seen
as using such generalized plan-space refinements.

4 Generalizing refinements to consider
non-primitive actions

4.1 Generalizing Plan Space Refinement
Traditional plan-space (PS) refinement involves adding con-
straints to support a pre-requisitec@t (wherec is required to
be true at stept) with the help of the effects of a new or exist-

1It is possible to have a finer characterization of the hierarchi-
calization of a condition, by allowing the domain writer to specify a
context in which the hierarchicalization ofc is complete. The con-
text may include information about sibling goals ofc, as well as
properties of the initial state.

2Another way of including HTN planning into the template in
Figure 1 would be to leave all refinements as they are, and add an
extra filter to the consistency check to prune partial plans that can-
not be parsed in terms of the non-primitive actions. This approach,
that we can call “bottom-up” HTN planning, has been advocated by
Barrett and Weld[2].



ing stept0. As part of the establishment,t0 is constrained to
precedet, and is forced to givec (if c is a conditional effect,
this involves adding the causation precondition ofc as a pre-

condition tot0 [18]). Optionally, IPCs of the form(t0
c

� t) are
posted to preserve the conditionc betweent0 andt. The HPS
refinement, which is a generalized version of the PS refine-
ment to handle non-primitive actions, is shown in Figure 4.3

We shall explain its development from the PS refinement in
the following.

Consider the travel domain of Figure 2. Suppose our top-
level goal isAt(SF ), and we haveAt(Phx) in the initial
state. Six of the ten actions in the domain –Travel(Phx,SF),
Gobybus(Phx,SF), GobyTrain(Phx,SF),Getout(bus,SF),
Getout(train,SF),andHitchhike(car,SF)– are all capable of
achieving this condition. Which of these actions should HPS
refinement consider in its different establishment branches?

We note that if HPS refinement considers only the prim-
itive actions, it will correspond to the traditional plan-space
refinement. Such a version may however violate the user-
intent inherent in the schema specification (as it will for ex-
ample, permit plans that involve ticket-less travel, which does
not respect the intent of the schemas in Figure 2). If we gen-
erate branches corresponding to non-primitive actions along
side branches for all primitive actions (as is done for exam-
ple in DPOCL[24]), we will have a redundant search space.
As an example, if HPS refinement considered all six actions
as establishment possibilities in our example, then two of its
refinements would beP1 : t0 � Gobybus(Phx; SF ) � t1
andP2 : t0 � Getout(bus; SF ) � t1. Since the non-
primitive actionGobybus(Phx; SF ) ultimately gets reduced
into a plan containing the primitive actionGetout(bus; SF ),
the plans have overlapping candidate sets, thus making HPS
refinements non-systematic.

To avoid redundancy in the search space, and to respect
user-intent, we use the convention that a goal should be es-
tablished by considering the dominance relations between
actions. We consider an actiont to be dominated by an-
other actiont0, if there exists a reduction oft0 that con-
tains t. Dominance relation is asymmetric except in those
cases where the reduction schemas contain recursion. Such
dominance relations can be computed easily from an ac-
tion hierarchy graph such as the one shown in Figure 2. In
the travel domain, the actionGobybus(Phx; SF ) dominates
Getout(Phx; SF ) and is dominated byTravel(Phx; SF ).
Considering undominated actions to ensure systematicity:
Assuming that we are using a systematic plan-space refine-

3Although the algorithm in the figure enforces a precedence rela-
tion betweent0 andt, if either one or both of them are non-primitive,
then such an ordering could be too conservative. We really only need
to add an ordering between the eventual action in the concretization
of t0 that givesc and the corresponding action in the concretization
of t that requiresc. Such an ordering will need to be re-directed
incrementally ast0 andt are being reduced. However, most imple-
mentations and formalizations of HTN planning retain the conser-
vative orderings to avoid having to deal with redirection of ordering
constraints.

Algorithm Refine-plan-hybrid-plan-space (P) /*Returns refine-
ments ofP */

1. Goal Selection: Pick an open prerequisitec@t fromP to work
on. Not a backtrack point.

2. Goal Establishment: Non-deterministically select a new or
existing establisher stept0 for c@t which is capable of giv-
ing c. If t0 is a new step, make sure that it ismaximally
abstractwith respect toc (i.e., there is no non-primitive ac-
tion t00 which can also givec and which dominatest0). If t0

is also non-primitive, make sure thatc is a primary effect of
t0. Introduce enough constraints into the plan such that (i)
t0 will precedet (ii) t0 will have an effectc, and (iii) c will
persist untilt. Backtrack point; all establishers need to be
considered.

3. Bookkeeping: (Optional) Add interval preservation con-

straints of the form(t0
c

� t) and (t0
:c

� t) noting the es-
tablishment decisions, to ensure that these decisions are not
violated or duplicated by the latter refinements.

4. Phantom Establishment: If P contains non-primitive actions,
then in addition to the plans generated above, consider also
P 0 which isP+

c
! t. (The PTC

c
! t in P 0 will never be

considered for establishment explicitly. However, any solu-
tion derived fromP 0 must satisfy it[12]).

Figure 4: Plan Space Refinement Modified to work in the
presence of non-primitive actions. This can be called as a
progressive refinement at step 1 of the procedure in Figure 2.

ment as the basis for HPS, we can ensure that the plans gen-
erated by HPS will have non-overlapping candidate sets by
requiring that none of the actions considered for the estab-
lishment of a given goal are dominated by the other actions
being considered for the same goal. Thus we cannot consider
Travel(Phx; SF ) andGobybus(Phx; SF ) together as sib-
ling choices in establishmentif we want systematicity.
Considering maximally abstract actions to respect user-
intent: An actiont is said to bemaximally abstractwith re-
spect to a condition, if it is not dominated by any other action
giving that condition. We will respect user intent if we en-
sure that all the actions considered for establishment of a con-
dition are maximally abstract with respect to that condition.
Thus, we will selectTravel(Phx; SF ) action rather than the
Gobybus(Phx; SF ) or Gobytrain(Phx; SF ) actions to es-
tablishAt(SF ) condition.

The maximal abstractness restriction applies only to step-
addition and not to simple establishment, since once a prim-
itive action capable of giving the condition is already in the
plan, we may as well use it.
Handling primitive actions during establishment: In satis-
fying the “maximal abstractness” restriction, there is a ques-
tion as to whether or not the HPS refinement should consider
primitive actions which can establish some conditionc, but
are not dominated by any other actions (e.g. theHitchhike

action in the travel domain example). If the domain speci-
fication containshierarchicalized(c) (see Section 3), then
no primitive actions need to be considered for any goals that



are also fulfilled by non-primitive actions. Otherwise, we
will allow un-dominated primitive actions along side non-
primitive actions. To prefer solutions that can be parsed
by existing schemas where possible, we would want to bias
the search such that establishment branches corresponding to
non-primitive actions are preferred over the branches corre-
sponding to primitive ones.
Use of primary effects to avoid non-minimal plans: An-
other potential concern is that selecting maximally abstract
actions to establish a goal may lead us into scenarios where
a complex plan is being executed only because the agent is
interested in a secondary side effect of some non-primitive
action in that plan. For example, suppose the planner has a
single top-level goal “have(trainticket)” (presumably be-
cause the agent is an avid ticket collector). The action
Buytrainticket()will give the condition, and so presumably
does the more abstract actionGobytrain(x; y). Since the lat-
ter dominates the former, maximal abstract step restriction
would require us to select theGobytrain() action to achieve
have(trainticket), which leads to a non-minimal plan for
the agent.

We punt this problem by using only primary effects (see
Section 3.2) during establishment with non-primitive actions,
and assuming that the domain writer has specified the pri-
mary effects of non-primitive actions with appropriate care.
Thus, if the domain writer listed onAt(x) as a primary ef-
fect ofGobytrain() action, then we would not consider it to
establishhave(Trainticket) goal. Our use of primary ef-
fects here is similar to (and explains the motivation behind)
the “to-do” and “use-only-for” slots in the Nonlin[21] and O-
Plan[7] reduction schemas, and the “purpose” slots in SIPE’s
[22] reduction schemas.
Phantom Establishments: Since non-primitive actions do
not advertise all the possible effects of the actions involved
in their eventual reductions, their presence necessitates a
change to the “simple-establishment” phase (wherein the pre-
requisite is established by the effects of steps currently exist-
ing in the plan) of the action-based plan-space refinement.
Specifically, even if none of the explicit effects of the exist-
ing steps support a pre-requisitec@t, if one of the stepst0 in
the plan corresponds to a non-primitive action, then one of
the primitive actions resulting from the eventual reduction of
t0 may very well have an effectc (and can thus supportc@t).
If we do not account for this possibility, we can lose com-
pleteness (since plan-space refinement considers each pre-
requisite only once, i.e., does not backtrack on the goal or-
der).

In order to handle this scenario, we provide an additional
way of establishing thec@t pre-requisite, viz., converting
it into a point truth constraint “

c
! t.” This process, called

“phantomization,” essentially leaves open a back door for
supportingc@t with the effects of actions that come into the
plan through reduction (since the only way this PTC can be
satisfied eventually is ifc becomes necessarily true att be-
cause of the effects of the actions present in the plan at that

time).4

4.2 Conflict resolution with non-primitive actions
In normal action-based planning, the need for conflict resolu-

tion arises if the plan has an IPC(t1
p

� t2) and a stept3 which
has a potential effect:p. The conflict is resolved by posting
the constraints to ensure that eithert3 precedest1, or it fol-
lows t2, or t3 will not give :p. Generalizing conflict resolu-
tion with non-primitive actions presents some problems. Sup-
poset1, t2 andt3 in the above example are all non-primitive.
To avoid this conflict, we need to only ensure that the spe-
cific primitive steptp

3
, which actually deletesp in the even-

tual reduction oft3 should come outside the interval between
t
p
1

andtp
2
, where the latter two are the primitive steps result-

ing from reduction oft1 andt2 that add and needp respec-
tively. Since the identity oftp

3
, tp

1
andtp

2
will not be known

until the three non-primitive actions are completely reduced,
one cannot post simple ordering relations between these non-
primitive actions to resolve the threat. Furthermore, even if
the introduced ordering relations are found to be inconsistent
with the existing constraints of the plan, it still doesn’t mean
that the conflict cannot be eventually resolved after further
reduction[23].

In order to handle these problems, we require that conflict
resolution be applied only with respect to IPCs and threats
where the producer and consumer steps of the IPC as well as
the threatening step are all primitive.

5 Discussion and related work
We have presented a hybrid planning approach that has the
ability to consistently handle partially hierarchical domains.
This ability supports incremental hierarchicalization of a do-
main: the domain-writer (or an autonomous learner) acting in
concert with the planner may continue to provide additional
reduction schemas making the domain fully hierarchicalized
with respect to more conditions. Reduction schemas will be
used for the parts of the problem for which they are present;
and normal action-based planning will be used for the other
parts in a seamless fashion. As the experience of the domain-
writer/learner increases, more and more schemas may be
written, tightening the control over the planner’s search space.

The ability to handle partially hierarchicalized domains
also removes one of the main criticisms of HTN planning
from the reactive planning community (c.f.[20; 16])–viz.,
HTN planning reduces the flexibility of an agent to respond
to situations that are not anticipated by the writer of the task-
reduction schemas. It may thus increase the acceptance of
HTN approaches in that community.

4It is possible to reduce the number of phantom establishment
branches, if we keep track of the “possible” effects of non-primitive
actions. A conditionc is a possible effect of a non-primitive action
a, if c is an effect ofa or any action that is dominated bya. We
can avoid generating phantom establishment branches for condition
c if none of the non-primitive actions in the plan havec as a possible
effect.



Developing HTN planning on top of the existing formal-
ization of action-based planning confers us two advantages.
First, it allows us us to put into perspective the many surface
differences between HTN and action-based planners, such
as the need for phantomization, and the differing notions of
completeness. Second and perhaps more important, our work
also helps us exploit recent progress on action-based plan-
ners, including SATPLAN[15] and Graphplan[3], in the
context of HTN planners[14]. Indeed, some of our ongoing
work involves adapting the planning as satisfiability approach
to HTN planning[17]. As in this paper, our HTN encodings
are obtained by generalizing the encodings for action-based
planning.

In theory, it is also possible to represent partially hierarchi-
cal domains in existing HTN planners such as SIPE[22] and
O-Plan[7], as well as in the existing HTN formalizations[8;
2]. For every undominated primitive action, we simply in-
troduce a non-primitive action and a degenerate reduction
schema that reduces it to the primitive action. What is novel
about our framework is that we explicitly consider the issues
involved in ensuring systematicity, and preserving user-intent
in such partially hierarchical domains.

Some previous systems, including IPEM[1] and DPOCL
[24], attempted to explicitly combine task reduction and plan-
space planning. Neither of these approaches however guaran-
tees an integration that ensures systematicity and preservation
of user-intent. For example, DPOCL allows for the establish-
ment of a precondition both with a non-primitive action and
a primitive action which it dominates. As we argued earlier,
this can lead to a loss of systematicity as well as violation
of user-intent. Our approach also provides clear semantics
of plans containing non-primitive actions, and thus explains
the essential differences between the completeness results of
plan-space and HPS refinements.

Another research effort that allows combination of HTN
and plan-space planning approaches is that of Chien and his
co-workers[5]. They argue that the HTN and plan-space
techniques should be kept separate, with the former working
on “activity” goals while the latter work on “state” goals. Do-
main information pertaining to these techniques is also kept
separate. While our approach allows for such a separation,
it also allows for HTN and plan-space approaches to work
together on the same class of goals in a principled way.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued for hybrid planning approaches
that combine HTN and action-based planning algorithms.
Such approaches facilitate planning in partially hierarchical
domains. We presented such a hybrid planning framework
by extending our existing refinement planning framework
for action-based planning[11; 13; 12]. The extensions in-
volve considering non-primitive actions and their reduction
schemas as part of the domain specification, and generalizing
the traditional refinements to handle plans containing non-
primitive actions. We illustrated the issues involved in such

generalization in the context of plan-space and conflict reso-
lution refinements. We discussed what it takes for such a hy-
brid approach to respect user-intent, while guaranteeing sys-
tematicity and completeness. We have also discussed the re-
lation between our hybrid framework and previous attempts
to formalize HTN planning. Developing HTN planning on
top of the existing formalization of action-based planning al-
lows us to put into perspective the many surface differences
between HTN and action-based planners, and could help in
transferring progress between HTN and action-based plan-
ning approaches. As an example of the latter, we recently ex-
tended the SATPLAN[15] approach to HTN planning[17].
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